Free Social Foundations

Extracts from Interviews

Despite the spread of the internet and 'social
network' technologies, physical spaces still provide
the main foundations upon which social activity
takes place and develops. Indeed, it appears as
though the pressures and demands upon physical
space are increasing rather than decreasing as the
creation and exploitation of social activity becomes
an ever more important part of the contemporary
economy.

As the map shows, public spaces can often be
sites of conflict when different groups attempt to
determine what forms of social action are
acceptable or not within them. Social spaces,
however, can also be extremely productive. This is
particularly so when these are self-created or
governed directly by the people who use them.
These kind of self-created spaces have been a
strong characteristic of the Manchester area. The
following extracts are from interviews with people
involved in such spaces and reflect each of the
three historical strata looked at in the study: the
allotment which has its origins in the Industrial
era, the famous Hulme Crescents of the 1980s and
90s, and current projects such as Equinox which
combine aspects of both.

Manchester Area Map
version 1.0, May 2008

The Free Social Foundations project explores the
current condition of spaces of free and open
assembly in our cities, relating those spaces
created by the public themselves to those created
for public use. This edition of the Manchester Area
Map is a preliminary study based on material
gathered over a four day period in Manchester.
Such a study inevitably only scratches the surface
of the more complex issues and histories related to
these spaces. It nevertheless reveals much of the
tensions, conflicts and positive possibilities that are
present in those spaces that provide the
foundations for the social in the Manchester area
today.
The study focused on three key historical 'strata'
that characterise the development of the
Manchester area: the industrial city and workers
movement of the 19th and early 20th Centuries,
the DIY culture of the 1980s and 90s, and the
current 'neo-liberal' city of regeneration projects
and mass consumerism. Material was gathered, as
much as possible, from those directly involved in
the spaces examined. This was obtained through
interviews and conversations with those currently
or previously living in the areas, including
community activists engaged in their development,
and some related published sources. For older
spaces, material was drawn from the first-hand
accounts of working class histories such as those
gathered by Eddie and Ruth Frow and collated in
the Working Class Movement Library in Salford.
This printed edition of the map provides a snapshot
of observations that emerged from the initial
research. It accompanies an online map that will
continue to expand with more examples as the
project continues. The online map is also available
for those who wish to add their own material to the
project:
http://www.freesocialfoundations.org

Thi s versi ons of the Manchester Area Map was
produced for the Futuresoni c Arts Festi val ,
2008, http: //www. futuresoni c. com, and the Free
Soci al Foundati ons proj ect has been a
Futuresoni c commi ssi oned work.
Free Soci al Foundati ons proj ect was i ni ti ated
and devel oped by Si mon Yui l l . The team for the
Manchester Area Map were: Aaron McCl oskey,
Georgi e Sul l i van, and Si mon Yui l l . Speci al
thanks to: Jonathan Aki nson, everyone at the
Zi on Centre i n Hul me, the Futuresoni c team, the
Worki ng Cl ass Movement Li brary i n Sal ford,
Dami en Mahoney, Adel e, Jai Redman, Mi ck Fuzz,
Pete Abel , Leoni , Matt, Adam and Joe i n the
Redbri cks, and the punks i n Ci der Park.

City Council goes on and on but I don't want to
start about that ... You've got to just try and enjoy
it.
The people who got on the new allotment are very
mixed. One lady is a nurse in Manchester children's
hospital. Others are retired. One man likes it as a
hobby. There's another man who's also a
nurse…there are two plot holders at the end of the
street but I don't know where they work. There are
more women now and they can bring their children
down at weekends. They're supervised and it's
something that the children can do rather than
play in the street. More women are getting
involved now. I think it's roughly on that site half
and half women and men. The children seem to
enjoy it, it's something new. They can run about.
As I say, not like running about in the street. I think
this is why parents with young families encourage
them, and maybe this is the main reason for going
to an allotment, to provide some open space for
the children.
Parrs Wood al l otment hol der

Parrs Wood Allotments
Just over 20 years ago they offered us some land
which was part of the playing fields of the Parrs
Wood School. Because the playing fields were so
big, they weren't in use. We had a look at this land
and it was the finest land you could get. It was
right by the river, really good land. We said right,
we like the sound of that, we'll move. But then,
again I don't know whether this is correct, but I
think that PFI (Public Finance Initiative) intervened.
Somebody offered them a lot of money and they
give them the land for probably 40 years to build
them a new school which they required. So they
got the land that we should have had. Then they
said "that's alright, we've got some land just
across the river, there's a rugby field there, it's
only required for two matches a year. It's nothing
so you can have that land there." Ideal land so ok,
we had no objection. But then because over the
river is Stockport, Stockport wouldn't allow a
change of use.
First of all there was one section of the playing
fields and then they decided on another section
after some months. Then they decided on the
rugby field. Time was going on. Each time we were
working on 12 months notice to quit. The 36
allotments went down and down until there were
only three of us left. That was until a couple of
years ago. I don't know how … we told them, they
knew about this land. It was in the year 2000 that
they asked the three of us to go.
There's a sign up - I think it might have been
pulled down now - that the land is for sale. There
was great demand for it then. One of our members
was on the site and they saw a surveyor and
asking and he said "oh, I'm surveying this land on
behalf of Marks & Spencers". I think it was then
that they felt there was some money to be made
so they would sell it. I think the last report I saw
said that they were hoping to get 5 million for
Parrs Wood when they sell it off. They'll probably
get 7 million for it now. It only cost them £4,000 to
build the site down there. Originally I don't think
that the intention was to make money. I think the
intention was to use the land which they had
available that wasn't being used, good agricultural
land, and sell it. But they make money.
There's a waiting list of thirty. They only gave us
enough land for fifteen allotments and those are
only half the size of what was at Parrs Wood so it's
roughly seven and a half compared with the thirty
six original plots. We've had no end of battle with
them and I've been attending the AMAS
(Association of Manchester Allotment Societies)
meetings, the correspondence with Manchester

Hulme
There were lots of flats that were empty so people
could have one flat for living in and one flat for
doing other stuff in. Some walls were taken down.
Me and my friends did it with one flat. We set up a
bar and a DJ booth. There was a club like that
called The Kitchen in the crescents. There was a
club called the PSV where Factory Records had
their first gigs. If you came out of that there was a
flat called The Happening. They used to show old
movies and have acoustic music. On the fifth floor
of that there was The Kitchen. Someone had jackhammered the wall down between two flats so you
could get more people in there. That was the late
80s.
I moved out of the Crescents. When they knocked
them down it was pretty bonkers. We got together
and formed Homes for Change. The people who did
Homes for Change were some of the political
people that the Council really hated. They were the
Council's worst nightmare because they were
always causing trouble protesting etc. we got
funding for Homes for Change. But they said we
had to work in partnership with a recognised
housing association. We went to Guinness Trust but
they were pretty useless, there were lots of delays
and mistakes. I ended up moving into one of the
flats nearby instead for a couple of years. October
1996 I moved into Homes for Change. That's been
open for over ten years now. It's got roof gardens
and stuff like that. It's a co-operative, its run by its
members. Since then it's changed a great deal.
People have moved on, others have moved in. It's
better in some ways. You get people walking
around Hulme now who wouldn't have lasted 5
minutes in the Crescents. It's safer than it was. I'm
older than I was but I don't think it's as exciting as
it used to be. Everything's spoken for now, there
are no empty flats or anything.
Herman

My big involvement was that I set up a
performance company with some other people
from Hulme called Dogs of Heaven. Dogs of
Heaven came about in 1989. In 1990, I'd been into
performance and I'd come back from doing a
course in performance. I'd been working with a
company called Welfare State International down in
Barrow who did large outdoor performance events.
When I got to Hulme there were other people who

were interested in that kind of thing. This was
around the same time as the squat party scene
was growing up but we were all into performance
and theatre.
We started off doing bonfires on bonfire night in
Hulme. On the first one we built a Margaret
Thatcher head out of bamboo and withies onto a
caravan, and her hair out of palettes. The whole
performances ended on a high point with wheeling
this Thatcher head into the palettes of hair and
setting her on fire. I think about a week later she
was voted out of government so we were like
"yeah, it worked! " That was the beginning of Dogs
of Heaven.
Dogs of Heaven just grew and grew and grew. We
had an open door policy so anyone who wanted to
get involved could get involved with the company.
By the time last show Safe of Houses was in 1993,
there were about 150 people involved in putting
that performance on. In the last Dogs of Heaven
theatre show we pushed a car off the roof of, I'm
trying to think, I think it was William Kent crescent.
There's no way in a million years that if you were a
bona fide theatre company who had to have
health and safety regulations and all of that, I
don't know what would happen. You'd probably
lose your funding. But because we weren't a
funded company and we were all just doing this
shit because we loved it, then we could get away
with that and there was no one to answer to.
Sara, i ntervi ewed by Mi ck Fuzz,
http: //dodgytv. bl i p. tv/fi l e/768807/

A friend of mine had a place where people would
just go there. It was like a jungle, it'd have plants
and trees in there. They were planted. The ceiling
was taken out and a tree was put in. The artwork
people used to have on the walls, there was a lot
of very arty people in there, they were good at
what they did but they couldn't get a chance. They
were able to put on exhibitions. They were
welcomed. You could walk along and people's
doors would be open. I had people walk into my
flat, my door was always open. If they did I'd say
come in, sit down and have a smoke and a chill.
The main thing I remember it for is how communal
it was. There were loads of blues parties. You
never had to pay. There were regular faces but
new people all the time. When I hear people talk
about the 60s I realise this was my time. I loved it.
My flat got taken off me in the end. That was near
the end when the council was boarding everything
up. I think they'd decided by then that it was going
to go. At the same time there were lots of hard
drugs around and I didn't want to go there so
much any more. I don't think the council cared
about the drugs.
I worked at The Nia Centre doing the same job I do
here at The Zion Centre. When it was first opened
the residents started to complain. It's a bingo hall
now. On the original plans we could see that the
Council was going to build houses right next to it,
we could see even then it would cause trouble. We
had big concerts on, Nina Simone, Burning Spear,
Third World. Residents kept saying it was too noisy.
The Ritz and The Green Room are having problems
because of the new flats that have been built
there now. Those places have been there for
years, people should know that so why are they
complaining? If you come here have a look around
the area and check it out first. I don't understand
the complaints.
I live in Hulme now, very nearby to The Zion
Centre. I was in Whalley Range before which isn’t
far away but I was always round here anyway. I
always felt that Whalley Range, Hulme and Moss
side, was all Moss Side. I can’t see where the
borders are. To me this is all Moss Side. I think a
lot of people back in the day thought that too, I

still do. I knew people were talking about Hulme,
we used to go to The Hacienda and people all
wanted to come down here after the night. This
was people not from the area. It was nice seeing
The Hacienda crew down there. They made it
bigger. It was a great way to live. I think I’ve
gained a lot from it in the way I look at the world.
It's nice living here again. I'm proud to live and
work here.
Steve Bryon

anybody can come. We’ve only just got the site in
a fit state for anyone to come down. There was
broken glass, asbestos, it wasn’t in a fit state. It’s
not been used for years. We can now say to a
mother and child, come down, because it’s safer.
It’s a place where different people from different
backgrounds can come together and grow and
share skills. I’ve lived in the area and worked here
for a long time and I know people from different
backgrounds, ethnicities, ages. Most people only
have a tiny back yard so I say to them, come down
and we can do it together.
The Forest Garden at Birchfields Park

Equinox Housing Co- operative
Equinox is an interesting one because it’s a private
space, more than a public space. However it has
ups and downs of being used as a public space.
It's my home but it gets used as a doss house and
a hostel for meetings and actions and things. I
suppose a lot of people come round and are
interested in what we're doing and how we can
work and live in a more autonomous way. A lot of
people come and, because it's my home, I
sometimes forget what it does and how amazing it
is that I live in a place where I set my own rent.
We've paid off the mortgage so we can use the
money to do whatever we want. It can be
maintenance for the house or it can be to create
publicity for something, instead of money going
into someone else's pockets.
I think it’s nice that it’s kept small and with a
committed group of people. It's not like you’re
opening it up completely. I suppose because it's a
private space and you’re sharing facilities and
social space with each other it has to work on that
level as well as a business level. I think in the past
maybe people have felt that it brings in aspects of
exclusivity. There have been people who have
wanted more involvement and haven't been able
to have it. But that often comes down to
relationships and your needs and values. Within
the house we're quite a diverse group but we have
to be able to function together. I think most people
have felt very included and welcome. We've got an
office space in the cellar which is a community
space which people can come and use and we
have friends over.
The Heap

The Heap is part of a pre-existing allotment that
we’ve built into a community garden. The
allotments have been there for about 50-60 years.
They’ve been through a lot of disrepair. Food
growing generally has had quite an upsurge in
interest recently. There is a waiting list now for
these allotments. I think in other areas allotments
need to be protected from being taken over.

Birchfields Park had been given to the public at the
end of the 18th Century. It was saved from
becoming a car park during the Commonwealth
Games. I think there was a lot of public outcry
about the idea of turning the park into a car park,
that’s why it was stopped. I can’t believe how
anyone would think about doing that. A lot of
people in Rusholme and Longsight don't have cars
and it's quite a long way to get out of the city from
there.
Parks are generally seen as leisure space, places
for walking the dog but we are introduing the idea
of food growing in public space there. We're
creating a model for urban sustainable food
production based around the idea of the forest
garden. The forest garden is one of the ultimate
models for how to grow, how to have productive
spaces. It works particularly well in small spaces
because it mimics nature to make use of all the
spaces instead of having a mono-crop like a row of
just carrots. You'll have things growing on different
levels: trees, fruit bushes, herbs, roots and things
that climb.
We've been running courses and events to share
permaculture ideas with people. This is what you
can do together, in your park, in your back garden.
It's a very interactive educational space that we're
developing. We're looking at wild food foraging and
nature identification, trees, introduction to
permaculture. I'm looking at people, plants and
culture at the moment which is trying it get people
thinking about well…if you come from a different
country can you grow that here? If not can you
adapt your recipe to something that grows here?
Can you share recipe that with other people? Can
you grow it here in the park or in your back
garden? Are there any herbal medicines you know
of? Can you teach people about them? I love that.
When I walk around, even on my street I even
appreciate whoever thought to plant trees there 70
years ago. They weren't doing it for themselves.
They weren't going to see them mature. They were
thinking about the future.
Ki rsty Heron

It’s a really big allotment so I feel it’s a really
important one. We’re responsible for The Heap
within the allotment. The allotment site is probably
still organised under traditional lines. People are
looking to expand the roles and make more
decisions collectively. I think the fact that we’re a
mini collective means it’s very important in
making people discuss things more and share
ideas. We’re challenging that with some of what
we want to do on the site. We don’t just want to
grow vegetables. We want to do educational stuff
there and work with young people. We’ll be doing
harvesting and wildlife things. They’re not radical
ideas but it’s good to have things for people. We
want to run a kitchen there where people can sit
and talk and socialise.
We want it to be a social space. I’m interested in
creating spaces that aren’t alcohol based and are
outdoors. We aim for The Heap to be an outdoor
living room and an outdoor classroom, where
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This map relates a number of spaces selected from those looked at in the research study.
Each space is related to a text derived from sources such as interviews and
conversations with local residents, local working class histories, and publications related
to some of the spaces. M ore information on each of the spaces and the texts can be
found at the project website:

CENTRAL MANCHESTER AND SALFORD

http: //www. freesocialfoundations. org
Relations between the spaces have been plotted with two different types of line:
historical development, where one space has
developed out of another, or the people connected
with one space have developed new activities in
another

PEEL PARK

spaces related in similar use or design that effects
how they are used

This park was Purchased by the
People, was made for the People
and is given to the People for
their protection.

URBIS

BEXLEY SQUARE

. . . how are they bothering you anyway by hanging around Urbis. I'm sure that the latest
exhibition on the regeneration of Hulme or M ancunian Victorian living isn't well up your
list of priorities next time your visiting the city centre.

It was a disciplined, well marshalled
demonstration . . . there was no reason for
the brutal police attack on the marchers
which took place when we reached Bexley
Square. . . . I remember hearing a shout
and turning to look back I saw police
charging with their batons. They had been
lying in wait for our arrival. The whole
thing had been planned.

THE TRIANGLE

The glass balconies provide perfect vantage
points for security guards and also ensure
that they are visible to the public.

FREE TRADE HALL

The subscribers being of the opinion that the
providing and appropriation of a large and
permanent public building in the City of
M anchester for the purpose of affording
accommodation for M eetings of Political,
Religious, Literary and other Associations, and
other meetings on public occasions and for
public lectures and for concerts, exhibitions
and other objects of public amusement or
instruction would be of great convenience and
advantage to the inhabitants of the said City . . .

RUSHOLME AND BURNAGE

BIRCHFIELDS PARK

When I walk around, even on my
street I appreciate whoever thought to
plant trees there 70 years ago. They
weren’ t doing it for themselves. They
weren't going to see them mature.
They were thinking about the future.

PLATT FIELDS PARK

The park has a long, colourful and fascinating history,
as a 'people's park'. Bought by the Corporation, after
a huge local campaign, it was landscaped and
created by the working (and unemployed) people of
the area.

. . . borders are not just the kind of thing
that exists within nation states, within a
city you get borders everywhere
separating rich from poor, haves from
have-nots, and so we wanted to really
try and approach this in M anchester
city centre and say this is a very
bordered and segregated space.

THE HEAP
( HIGHFIELD ALLOTMENTS)

I’ m interested in creating spaces that aren’ t
alcohol based and are outdoors. We aim for
The Heap to be an outdoor living room and an
outdoor classroom, where anybody can come.

ARDWICK GREEN

It's space. This idea that everything is owned
and everything belongs to somebody I just find
there's something on a gut level that just feels
wrong about that.

First of all there was one section of the playing
fields and then they decided on another
section after some months. Then they decided
on the rugby field. Time was going on. Each
time we were working on 12 months notice to
quit. The 36 allotments went down and down
until there were only three of us left.

In ten minutes from the commencement of the havoc
the field was an open and almost deserted space. The
sun looked down through a sultry and motionless air.
The curtains and blinds of the windows within view
were all closed. The hustings remained, with a few
broken and hewed flag-staves erect, and a torn and
gashed banner or two dropping; whilst over the whole
field were strewed caps, bonnets, hats, shawls, and
shoes, and other parts of male and female dress,
trampled, torn, and bloody.

CONFERENCE QUARTER

HULME CRESCENTS

PARRS WOOD ALLOTMENTS

4. 13 Key Actions 2004/2005:
iv. Enhance the effectiveness of the dedicated, multidisciplinary ` Compliance Team' in partnership with City
Centre Rangers, Street Crime Wardens & GM P to
strengthen enforcement activities in the city centre.

PETERLOO

EQUINOX HOUSING CO- OP

It's my home but it gets used as a hostel for
meetings and actions and things. I suppose a lot
of people come round and are interested in what
we're doing and how we can work and live in a
more autonomous way.

ARNDALE CENTRE

THE YELLOWBRICKS
( HOMES FOR CHANGE)

I moved out of the Crescents. When they knocked
them down it was pretty bonkers. We got together
and formed Homes for Change. The people who did
Homes for Change were some of the political people
that the Council really hated. They were the Council's
worst nightmare because they were always causing
trouble protesting etc.

The side of the Green alongside
St. Thomas' Church was used
many times as the assembly
point for many demonstrations.
In 1926, the M ay Day
demonstrations immediately
before the Central Strike met
there and walked to Belle Vue.
And in 1931, the M anchester
Unemployment demonstration of
October 7 assembled there
before it was dispersed at the
Fire Station by hoses being
turned on it.

MANCHESTER METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY

BIRLEY FIELDS

. . . we want to register part of it as
a village green - 'Hulme Common'.

The building we occupied was chosen symbolically because it defines how
students are being physically separated from the university hierarchy. It's
the Arthur Lewis building which is just round the corner. . . . It's nicknamed
'The Panopticon' because that's what it's like inside. Each level is where the
lecturers are housed. They've got these glass doors and in order to go in and
speak to your lecturers or to use the facilities in there you have to ring up
outside and get permission to go in.
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